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Alright. Well hopefully everyone is working with their Peptide Pep Talk and having tremendous
amounts of Joy and experiencing that in the present moment. So just an augmentation to last’s
week’s affirmation:
“Right now we are experiencing a tremendous amount of Joy”.
Keep programming your selves, keep programming particularly the hormone receptor sites.
Because whatever they are used to is what you get more of. That’s the bottom line.
Now. I want to take that same basic premise and work with the Wealth Pep Talk. So this
particular Spirituality Article is on programming the cellular consciousness to attract and retain
wealth. Now, for some of you this will be all forms of wealth, a wealth of knowledge, a wealth of
resources, a wealth of financial or money energies. It will be any kind of wealth that you want it to
be. If you particularly have blocks about money, then I suggest you use it for money. If you have
blocks about gaining more knowledge, sort of already think you have all the answers, then use it
for a wealth of knowledge. If you have limited friendship then use it for a wealth of friends and a
wealth of other resources. So focus on the area that most needs strengthening for you and then
adapt the material accordingly.
Alright. So, we are still working with Peptides hormone receptors because the bottom line with
wealth is that it translates to power. And if means, if you lack wealth in any area, it means you are
lacking power or energy in that area, so you are limiting the amount of light. Maybe your dimmer
switch is 50% or your dimmer will go up to 80% and dial back down to 20% on that particular
topic. So this is designed to take your dimmer switch and get rid of it altogether. So your switch
is always on and full brightness, full power.
Alright the programming to work with the hormone receptors and the conditioning is:
“I am so excited about being wealthy”. “I am so excited about being wealthy”.
Now when I say being, I mean you as a being are wealthy already. Now your mind may be hearing
this as coming sometime in the future or it’s acknowledging that right now is your ceiling. That is
not the words that I am using. That might be the way that your mind is hearing them. So again,
just focus on the words and keep using them and you might work with this follow-up phrase:
“I enJOY tremendous wealth!”
and when I say enJoy it’s

e-n- and then Capital J -o-y so you are really putting Joy vibration.
“I enJOY tremendous wealth!”

I would like to say to feel a power surge with that. Feel like all your mitochondria going on full
blast, 100% Light.
Just a reminder about food for the mitochondria. Now that is part of your cell that makes energy.
I have been talking about mitochondria for well over a decade now. The foods that tend to feed it
and the strongest anti-oxidant probably, is CoQ10. And that is an enzyme CoQ10. It usually
comes in a soft gel cap you can get it just pretty much anywhere vitamins, supplements are sold.
So CoQ10 is an anti-oxidant for the mitochondria. That is an energy maker that is found in most of
your cells. We are talking about your peptides, your hormone receptors and your mitochondria
because it relates to power when we talk about wealth. And then it also requires micro minerals. I
do like the micro-mins from Life Plus or trace minerals and particularly oddly enough the ones from
organic shale. In other words, old minerals from the dinosaur ages, liquefied or pressed into a
capsule. And then it also needs a macro mineral called MSM and I would add a bit of vitamin C to
that so that mixture lights up your mitochondria, it also expands your auric field out several feet,
10 to 50 feet out, for about 3 or 4 hours after you take that particular mixture. Again that is
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CoQ10 probably about 100 mg, MSM about a 1000 mg, Vitamin C 500 to 1000 mg and then a daily
dose of colloidal trace minerals, that would be about an ounce of liquid or two tablets pressed or
whatever and that lights up the mitochondria and then work with the affirmations. And eventually
that can lead to a very simple affirmation:
“I enjoy power”.
And that power, just a reminder, is the power to love, the power to transform, it’s the power to
create peace, it’s the power that you can do anything that you want to with.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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